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2004 JEEP Cherokee 2.8 CRD LTD Edition SUV 4x4 5‐Speed Auto. Two previous Owners with F/J/S/H. with 67500
warranted miles and MINT condition. Finished in attractive Brilliant Silver Metallic with Grey/Black Leather [trim and
carpets] with matching Anthracite interior/headlining and carpets. This extremely well‐specked beautiful condition
JEEP Cherokee is an astounding SUV that seats five in comfort & luxury. Floor the right pedal of this true Sports Utility
Vehicle [SUV], this 2.8‐litre powerhouse with multi‐speed auto transmission instantly comes alive as she roars into
action achieving an incredible 0‐60mph in 11.8secs. She offers greater driving pleasure with class‐leading performance
from its robust, bullet‐proof 2.8‐litre In‐Line 4‐cylinder Turbo‐Charged DIESEL engine. This for the driver translates
into a gratifying driving pleasure with a class‐leading performance. Combine this with the solid build quality for which
the JEEP is well known, you have in this 2.8CRD Limited EDITION Cherokee a cabin that is a very relaxing and safe.
The car is equipped with Parrot Mki9200 multimedia and Bluetooth interface that delivers new high levels of technical
innovation, flexibility and ease of use. She is also equipped with the classic Tape player. Bluetooth connectivity is
achieved through its high‐end multimedia interface for hands‐free use of mobile telephones. Features on the car also
include a total of 4 No. NEW 16‐inch 6‐Spoke Designo alloys in Platinum Silver and Brand new TYRES, Electrically
operated rear tailgate, Parrot Mki9200 Multi‐Media Bluetooth Telephone & Audio Controller, Electric,
retractable/adjustable heated wing mirrors, Cruise Control, Automatic Opening Aid to Glass Boot‐Lid, Colour keyed
bumpers, 5 Speed Automatic Transmission, auto‐dimming mirrors, multi‐way power front seats, leather interior trim,
dual‐zone climate control, multi‐speaker stereo (with a TAPE deck and steering‐wheel‐mounted controls) and second‐row
seats that split 65/35 ratio, Bluetooth phone, front seat heaters, rain‐sensing wipers, leather upholstery all‐round,
Bluetooth audio streaming, tilt/telescoping steering wheel, leather/instrumentation cabin accents, and a super audio
system.`Jeep ‐ There's Only One'. The corporate slogan was certainly true once upon a time in the 1940s, when the
original military‐based Jeep really was the only game in 4x4 off‐road town. But in the 21st century the game is a bit
more crowded and a lot more sophisticated, and Jeep knows it. It's one thing being a legend (which Jeep is); it's
another thing keeping up with the market (which Jeep must). And the market has changed a lot since the original
Cherokee was launched ‐ amazingly eighteen years ago, into a different world. The old Cherokee's sharp‐edged
boxiness was old‐fashioned but it had almost become timeless. This New model looks distinctive and refreshed. It may
be an American legend, but is Jeep's smart new Cherokee still the real McCoy? A resounding YES from the
automotive press... ! Smooth interior is light years ahead of its predecessor: plusher, better quality, better designed.
It's also spacious and well‐equipped. Then, in Jeep's native America in particular (which was where the Cherokee was
mainly aimed), ruggedness and off‐road ability still weighed heavier on the scales than luxury and on‐road comfort. So
although the `compact' Cherokee started life as a more up‐market, multi‐purpose offering than its more spartan
siblings, it still made a major play of being able to cut it when the going got rough. Then when it came to Europe it
started to mellow a bit more, and beyond the underlying ruggedness you could have leather and air‐con, and on‐road
driving characteristics that gave at least a first generation `car‐like' feel. And now the NEW jeep was born ‐ and what a
lovely 4x4 she is too..... enjoy .... ! Extras list on this car goes on & on but also includes 6 months comprehensive
WARRANTY from date of purchase, Road Tax until 30th Sep 2014 and MOT until 28th April 2015 ‐ Please click on
links below for detailed information on the car including Specification sheet [Options & Features] below, V5C and a
captivating Narrative on this stunner in order to appreciate its incredible value ::::::::> To view over 90 High Definition
images please clink on the Link ::::::::> http://www.hicalibrecars.com/2560x1600/hy04yyv.php

SPECIFICATION
MAKE:
MODEL:
Registration NUMBER:
Date of First Registration:
COLOUR [Exterior / Interior]:
Number of Cylinders & TYPE:
Cylinder CAPACITY:
Chassis/Frame NUMBER:
Mileage:
Fuel TYPE/ OIL Type:

JEEP
CHEROKEE 2.8 CRD LIMITED Edition 5Dr 4x4 SUV 5Speed Automatic
HY04 YYV

01st March 2004
Brilliant SILVER Metallic Paint/ Grey Leather
In‐Line 4 Turbo‐DIESEL, 175BHP / 460Nm Torque
2776 cc
1J8GME8524W194669
67,500 Warranted
DIESEL Fuel OIL / CASTROL Edge TurboDiesel [SAE 0W-30]
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The “HiCalibreCars.Com” Equipment Guide is presented as an additional aid for our Clients. We endeavour to maintain accurate information, however cannot
guarantee the details as detailed above and request that you carefully check for yourself the accuracy of information as presented. HiCalibreCars.Com accepts no
liability whatsoever for any misrepresentation, omissions and/or any miss-entry and strongly recommends that each individual item is verified physically on the car
DISCLAIMER
therefore confirming the exact specification of this vehicle.
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